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Abstract

Cell adhesion is a crucial mechanism in the formation and maintenance of three-dimensional
patterns of cells in epithelial tissues. Loss of cell adhesion increases the risk for cell invasion of the
surrounding tissues and metastasis and induces alterations in the cytoskeleton arrangement and cells
shape and polarity. The two major contributors to these phenomena are the epithelial proteins E-
and P-cadherins, whose alterations are typically associated with invasive types of stomach and breast
cancer. In this work, intercellular network and nuclear morphological features were analysed and
quantified through DAPI staining fluorescence microscopy images, in order to study the adhesion status
of breast and gastric cancers derived cell cultures. Moreover, a computational method was developed
to study if and how cell adhesion and nucleus alterations would influence cell cycle progression in
cancer cell lines. It was verified that information retrieved from the distances between nuclei, areas
and heterogeneity of the intercellular networks, can be used to infer the cell adhesion status, as well as
nuclear morphological features, mainly the nuclei areas. Furthermore, information recovered from the
nucleus also allowed the attainment of data regarding cell cycle staging. The developed method, when
compared to the FUCCI system, revealed an accuracy of 89% and a purity of 79%.
Keywords: Cell Adhesion, Cytoskeleton Rearrangement, DAPI staining Fluorescence Microscopy,
Intercellular Network, Nuclear Morphology, Cell Cycle Staging

1. Introduction

A comprehensive understanding of cell adhesion
events in a molecular and cellular context has been
pursued over the past years in order to evaluate
how these events influence the assembly and main-
tenance of three dimensional epithelial architecture.
Two major contributors to this mechanism are the
transmembrane glycoproteins E-cadherin and P-
cadherin. These molecules play pivotal roles in the
homeostasis of tissues and cell polarity, being com-
monly associated with tumour progression. [1, 2, 3]

The adhesion process simultaneously comprises
physical cell adhesion events, defined as cell-cell ad-
hesion (CCA) and cell-matrix adhesion (CMA), and
controlled intercellular information transfer. [4]

The most well known CCA complex is the one
composed by transmembrane cadherins and cyto-
plasmic catenins, α-, β- and p120 catenin. This
complex is responsible for the linkage of E-cadherin
homodimers to the actin cytoskeleton at adherens
junctions. [4, 5]

The best characterized CMA complex comprises
the binding of transmembrane proteins integrins to
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. At focal ad-

hesions, heterodimers of α- and β-integrin subunits
bind their extracellular domains to the ECM. [4, 5]

The epithelial (E-) and placental (P-) cadherins
belong to the subfamily of classical, also known
as type I cadherins, which are the major contrib-
utors to cell-cell adhesive junctions, not only due
to the interactions between neighbouring cells but
also because of cell signalling pathways. Both cad-
herins promote interactions between neighbouring
cells and can also trigger intracellular signalling.
[2, 6, 7]

More precisely, E-cadherin plays a pivotal role
in the formation of adherens junctions, which are
responsible for the initiation and maintenance of
homeostatic intercellular space and resulting inter-
action between cells in epithelium of adult tissues.
Despite also contributing to CCA, the expression of
P-cadherin is area-specific, being partially localized
with E-cadherin expression. [2, 7]

Alterations in E-cadherin and P-cadherin are ob-
served in tumour progression, more concretely as-
sociated with invasive cancer cells. [2, 8]

In recent years, advances in the development of
quantitative methods to evaluate cellular adhesion
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have been established. These tools provide the pos-
sibility to identify mechanisms underlying the for-
mation and maintenance of intercellular contact,
cell migration as well as tissue remodelling. [9]

Carmona-Fontaine et al. (2011) [10] have
proposed a semi-quantitative and straightforward
method to evaluate CCA. Firstly, Neural crest (NC)
cells are cultured as a monolayer on fibronectin.
Then, control NC cells and treated NC cells are
dissociated, mixed, and seeded on the NC mono-
layer. After 3 to 5 minutes, the dish is flipped over,
carefully shaken, and the number of remaining cells
is counted. It was observed that control NC cells
remain adhering on the monolayer in the majority,
whereas a significant number of treated NC cells
are lost, suggesting a decrease of CCA in treated
NC cells. [9, 10]

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) - based single-
cell force microscopy (SCFS) is an ultrasensitive
method. According to Fichtner et al. (2014) [11] it
not only quantifies the overall cell adhesion, as its
force-distance curves contain a series of small rup-
ture steps that provide information about the num-
ber and strength of the individual adhesive units
mediating cell contact. Since a natural molecu-
lar environment is guaranteed, this method has the
capacity to test the potential action of associated
transmembrane or intracellular proteins and their
possible linkage to the cytoskeleton. In this tech-
nique, cells need to be dissociated and suspended
before attachment to a AFM cantilever, while the
second cell must be attached to an adhesive sub-
strate. However, the requirement for cell immo-
bilization limits the maximal detectable separation
force, such that measurements are commonly lim-
ited to the early phase of adhesion formation, prior
to the cells final adhesion strength establishment.
[9, 11]

Dual micropipette aspiration (DPA) measures
the separation forces between cells in suspension.
Cell-cell separation force is determined from the as-
piration pressure required to break cell-cell contact
during micropipette retraction. Unlike AFM-based
SCFS, DPA allows the measurement of high sepa-
ration forces, after cell contacts have fully matured.
Nevertheless, it does not resolve individual molecu-
lar interactions between cells. [9]

Recently, Borghi et al. (2012) [12] proposed a
method that allows the visualization of mechanical
forces exerted at cadherin contacts through their
transformation into optical signals using Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) - based molec-
ular Tension Sensitive Module (TSMod). This
module consists of the connection, via a derived
from spider silk, between monomeric teal fluores-
cence protein/monomeric enhanced yellow fluores-
cence protein FRET pair. Moreover, the TSMod

is introduced into the cytoplasmic domain of E-
cadherin, between the transmembrane and catenin-
binding domain, called molecular tension sensor
(EcadTSMod). High and low FRET indices corre-
spond to low and high tension, respectively. There-
fore, FRET-based molecular TSMod points to a
constitutive role of E-cadherin in transducing me-
chanical forces between the cytoskeleton and the
plasma membrane, not only at cell-cell junctions
but throughout the cell surface. [9, 12]

In this work we propose a set of quantitative
imaging tools that are able to infer the adhesion
status of cells with aberrant E-cadherin and P-
cadherin expression.

Moreover, since DAPI is a highly DNA-specific
fluorescent dye that presents superior ability in the
quantification of cellular DNA content, DAPI stain-
ing FM images were also used to study cell cy-
cle progression. The posterior validation process
was attained through fluorescence ubiquitination
cell cycle indicator (FUCCI) system, by doing a
cell-by-cell validation. [13, 14]

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Biological Material

Fluorescence microscopy images obtained from
cells in culture were the basis of this work.

The first set of biological material consisted of
Chinese Ovary Hamster (CHO) cells (ATCC num-
ber: CCL-61, Barcelona, Spain) stably transfected
with distinct vectors, encoding wild type (WT)
or E-cadherin variants (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA).

The second set of biological material consisted of
human breast cancer cells retrovirally transduced
to encode only enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line) or both P-
cadherin and EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell line).
The MCF-7/AZ cell line is a variant of the hu-
man breast cancer cell line MCF-7, that expresses
basal levels of P-cadherin and was provided by Pro-
fessor Marc Mareel (Ghent University, Belgium).
MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line was used as a control.
MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell line was afterwards treated
with dasatinib, which is a proto-oncogene tyrosine-
protein kinase responsible for the association of
p120 catenin to the cell membrane. [15]

The third set of biological material consisted
of normal murine mammary gland epithelial
(NMuMG)-FUCCI2 cells stably-expressing cell cy-
cle sensors.

The study of the intercellular network and nu-
clear morphology was pursued through the analysis
of the first and second sets of DAPI staining FM im-
ages and the study of cell cycle progression through
the analysis of the third set.
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2.2. Images Preprocessing Pipeline

In this work, a semi-automatic bioinformatic
application was designed and implemented in
Matlab®, to manage the images sets and process
them with the algorithms referred to in this sec-
tion. The blue channel was the only one used, cor-
responding to the DAPI (blue) plane of the FM
images.

Firstly, the denoising strategy used in this work
was the one developed by Rodrigues et al. (2011)
[16], which relies on a Bayesian framework that al-
lows the removal of Poisson intensity dependent
noise through an optimization task with a maxi-
mum a posteriori criterion. Afterwards, a contrast
and intensity adjustment was performed in each im-
age, in order to facilitate nuclei segmentation. [16]

The segmentation strategy pursued to divide the
image into distinct nuclei and regions was obtained
through the consecutive implementation of Otsu
thresholding, morphological operators, seeded wa-
tershed algorithm and watershed algorithm. Con-
secutively, each image becomes defined by a total
label, in which label positive values refer to each
region, and label negative values refer to each nu-
cleus. Two nuclei are considered neighbours if and
only if the number of label transitions within a pro-
file, which is defined as a line connecting the cen-
troids of nuclei, is inferior or equal to 4. In Fig.
1, the description of one profile between two neigh-
bouring nuclei and further explanation concerning
the number of transitions is displayed.

The major drawback of this approach is the in-
correctly segmented nuclei, usually associated with
nuclei considerably close to each other, that in turn
originated the necessity of a complementary manual
process.

Figure 1: Transitions between two neighbouring nuclei.
The first label transition occurs between profile 1 and profile
2 (red). The second between profile 2 (red) and the back-
ground (white). The third between the background (white)
and profile 3 (green). The fourth between profile 3 (green)
and profile 4 (blue).

The outcome of this approach resulted in a final
network composed by triangles, in which all nuclei
were correctly segmented.

2.3. Features Extraction

In order to characterize the intercellular network
and nuclear morphology of each cell line and to de-
termine the cell cycle status, several features were
extracted. In Fig. 2, a schematic illustration of the
centroids, distances and angles of each triangle con-
stituting the triangular network is shown, as well as
the delimitation of the nuclei.

Figure 2: Centroids (A, B, C), distances (d1, d2, d3) and
angles (a1, a2, a3) of each triangle constituting the triangular
network, not necessarily in the order specified in the figure.

The features of the triangular network were cal-
culated as follows,

d1 =
√

(xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2 (1)

a1 = cos−1
( −−→

AB·
−−→
BC∥∥∥−−→AB

∥∥∥∥∥∥−−→BC
∥∥∥
)

(2)

A =
1

2
|
−−→
AB ×

−−→
BC| (3)

in which xA and xB correspond to the x coordinate
of the first (A) and second (B) centroids, respec-
tively, and yA and yB correspond to the y coordi-
nate of the first (A) and second (B) centroids, re-
spectively. The same reasoning was performed for
the two other distances and angles.

The variation of distances and angles in compar-
ison to an equilateral triangle was also calculated,
such as

γ distance =

1
N

N∑
i=1

(di − µd)2

µ2
d

(4)

γ angle =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ai − µa)2 (5)

in which N = 3, since it represents the total number
of distances and angles of each triangle, di and ai
are the distances and angles of each triangle and µd

and µa the respective means.
With the further intent to relate the level of in-

tercellular organization heterogeneity and resulting
variation of distances and angles, a synthetic net-
work was developed, in which β refers to the level
of heterogeneity induced to the system.
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Afterwards, the evaluation of the cellular hetero-
geneity was further assessed, based on three quality
metrics suggested by Knupp et al. (2003) [17].

The metrics defined are independent of which
centroids are used and in this study the synthetic
network with β = 0 was used as reference for the
equilateral triangle.

fsize = min

(
τ,

1

τ

)
; τ =

δ

w
(6)

fshape =

√
3× r × sin(a1)

1− r × cos(a1) + r2
; r =

√
d1
d2

(7)

fsize−shape = fsize × fshape (8)

in which δ =
√
d1 × d2 sin2(a1) and w =

synthetic area, obtained with β = 0.
The nuclear morphological features were calcu-

lated as follows

Area =
∑

NPR (9)

Eccentricity =
f2 − f1
Ma

(10)

Solidity =

∑
NPR∑
NPCH

=
Area

Convex area
(11)

in which NPR is the number of pixels in the region,
f1 and f2 represent the foci and Ma the length of
the major axis length of an ellipse and NPCH is the
number of pixels in the convex hull.

All features were displayed in normalized his-
tograms in order to obtain a probability density
function. All biological replicas of a given cell line
were assembled, leading to results from each muta-
tion, instead of each image. To each value in the x
axis a probability density is displayed, which is re-
lated to the number of times that each value occurs.
Latter, a comparison between mutated and non-
mutated cells was performed, by overlapping both
histograms. A statistical analysis of intercellular
network and nuclear morphological results, based
on the t-test and Mann-Whitney U test according
to the shape (Gaussian or non-Gaussian) and num-
ber of data points (≥100 or <100), respectively, was
posteriorly obtained in order to verify the existence
of statistically significant differences between mu-
tated and non-mutated cell lines. Thereby, for the
nuclear area and eccentricity of the second set of
FM images, the t-test was used and for the remain-
ing results, the Mann-Whitney U test was used.

Regarding the cell cycle staging, the fluorescence
staining was used to stoichiometrically quantify the
amount of DNA in a nucleus and subsequently, infer
the cell cycle status of each nucleus, through the k-
means clustering algorithm.

The area of each nucleus was determined as pre-
viously described in Equation 9. The total intensity
of DAPI staining yields the relative amount of DNA
in each nucleus and was defined as

Total intensity =

N∑
n=1

intensity(n) (12)

in which N is the total number of pixels within the
nucleus.

The k-means clustering algorithm was applied to
the area vs. total intensity features plane, shown
in Fig. 3, in order to distinguish several groups,
referring to each cell cycle phase. Distinct k-means
strategies were applied, namely, the number of clus-
ters (k) and types of data standardization (non-
normalized, z-score standardization and weighted
uncorrected standard deviation (USTD) normaliza-
tion).

Figure 3: Area vs. Total intensity obtained from the third
set of biological material, NMuMG-FUCCI2 cells stably-
expressing cell cycle sensors. Each point corresponds to a
different nucleus.

External clustering validation measures, defined
as entropy, purity and F-measure, according to
Xiong et al. (2009) [18], and the accuracy of the
method were obtained for the k-means clustering
output, being the external information used in these
measurements obtained from the FUCCI system re-
sults. [18]

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, all the results obtained are taken
into consideration, being only displayed the biolog-
ical relevant ones.

3.1. Intercellular Network

The obtained results showed that the distances
between nuclei and the areas extracted from the tri-
angular network greatly reflect the loss of cell-cell
adhesion in mutated cell lines. In the case of the
first set of biological data, statistical significance
in distance and area measurements (Figs. 4 (a-
g) and 5 (a-g)) was obtained for all the mutated
cells, with the exception of the EC mutation T340A.
Considering the second set of biological data, even
though both MCF-7/AZ.P-cad and MCF-7/AZ.P-
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(a) EC mutation T340A (b) EC mutation A634V (c) IC and JM mutation R749W

(d) IC and JM mutation E757K (e) IC mutation E781D (f) IC mutation P799R

(g) IC mutation V832M (h) P-cad (i) P-cad + dasatinib

Figure 4: Probability density function of the distances between nuclei, (a-g) obtained from the first set of FM originated
from in vitro assays of CHO cells transfected with vectors encoding the WT (in red) and mutant variants of human E-
cadherin (in green); (h-i) obtained from the second set of FM images originated from in vitro assays of human breast
cancer cells retrovirally transduced with EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line), in red, and with both P-cadherin and EGFP
(MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell line) the latter subsequently treated with dasatinib, in green. The curves in red and green represent
the probability density estimate, based on a normal kernel function.

cad + dasatinib cell lines presented statistical signif-
icance, after a thorough analysis it was possible to
verify a more similar behaviour between the MCF-
7/AZ.P-cad + dasatinib and the MCF-7/AZ.Mock
cell lines (Figs. 4 (h-i) and 5 (h-i)).

Overall, these results strongly suggest that low
cell-cell adhesion lead to sparser distributions of
cells and consequently to larger network triangles.

Concerning the triangular network angles, no sta-
tistical significance between the mean of the angles
of mutated and non-mutated cell lines was obtained,
since the sum of the angles of a triangle is 180°.

Considering the analysis of the intercellular net-
work heterogeneity, it was considered that the most
suitable measures to evaluate it were the γdistance
(Fig. 6) and γangle, even though these both metrics
displayed lack of statistical efficiency in differentiat-
ing mutated and non-mutated cell lines when con-

sidering the first set of biological material and mu-
tations within a particular domain. The γdistance
results suggest that low adhesion leads to more ir-
regular meshes considering specific E-cadherin mu-
tations (R749W, E757K, P799R and V832M), that
can be detected from shape variability of the net-
work triangles. However, this feature did not allow
the differentiation between cells expressing basal
levels of P-cadherin and cells overexpressing P-
cadherin. In fact, γangle was the only intercel-
lular network feature that revealed statistical sig-
nificant differences between MCF-7/AZ.Mock and
MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell lines and no statistical sig-
nificant differences between MCF-7/AZ.Mock and
MCF-7/AZ.P-cad + dasatinib cell lines. These re-
sults suggest that in the particular case of cells over-
expressing P-cadherin, the deformation of the inter-
cellular network, evaluated through its variation of
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(a) EC mutation T340A (b) EC mutation A634V (c) IC and JM mutation R749W

(d) IC and JM mutation E757K (e) IC mutation E781D (f) IC mutation P799R

(g) IC mutation V832M (h) P-cad (i) P-cad + dasatinib

Figure 5: Probability density function of the triangular network areas, (a-g) obtained from the first set of FM originated
from in vitro assays of CHO cells transfected with vectors encoding the WT (in red) and mutant variants of human E-
cadherin (in green); (h-i) obtained from the second set of FM images originated from in vitro assays of human breast
cancer cells retrovirally transduced with EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line), in red, and with both P-cadherin and EGFP
(MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell line) the latter subsequently treated with dasatinib, in green. The curves in red and green represent
the probability density estimate, based on a normal kernel function.

angles, may in fact be largely reverted by the ap-
plication of dasatinib to the cell culture.

Therefore, these measures enable one to draw the
conclusion that besides the distances between nuclei
and the triangular network areas, the heterogeneity
of the intercellular network may also be a proper
measure to distinguish mutated from non-mutated
cell lines, since it revealed an apparent higher het-
erogeneity of all mutated cell lines with regard to
the WT cell line, with exception of the EC muta-
tions T340A and A634V and IC mutation E781D.
Also, a higher network heterogeneity of cell lines
with overexpression of P-cadherin with regard to
cell lines with basal P-cadherin expression was ob-
served through the analysis of γangle, although with
no statistical significance for the γdistance values.

Additionally, the synthetic network results (Fig.
7) relevantly support that these two metrics are
proper measures to evaluate the biological network
heterogeneity, since greater levels of induced distor-
tion outburst in higher levels of γdistance and γangle.

Furthermore, the quality network metrics repre-
sent a complementary measure approach with re-
gard to the previously mentioned measures and
therefore the resembling between these measures
was expected. The fsize metric (Fig. 8) was con-
sidered a proper metric to distinguish mutated from
non-mutated cell lines, supporting the results cor-
responding to the distance between nuclei and net-
work areas, therefore suggesting that the distri-
bution of the cells in the cell culture is strongly
related to the cell adhesion process. The fshape
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(a) EC mutation T340A (b) EC mutation A634V (c) IC and JM mutation R749W

(d) IC and JM mutation E757K (e) IC mutation E781D (f) IC mutation P799R

(g) IC mutation V832M (h) P-cad (i) P-cad + dasatinib

Figure 6: Probability density function of the γdistance, (a-g) obtained from the first set of FM originated from in vitro
assays of CHO cells transfected with vectors encoding the WT (in red) and mutant variants of human E-cadherin (in green);
(h-i) obtained from the second set of FM images originated from in vitro assays of human breast cancer cells retrovirally
transduced with EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line), in red, and with both P-cadherin and EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell
line) the latter subsequently treated with dasatinib, in green. The curves in red and green represent the probability density
estimate, based on a normal kernel function.

(a) Mean of γdistance for
each β

(b) STD of γdistance for
each β

(c) Mean of γangle for each
β

(d) STD of γangle for each
β

Figure 7: Level of distortion (β) vs. mean and standard deviation (STD) of γdistance and γangle.

and fsize−shape metrics were considered non suit-
able parameters to distinguish mutated from non-
mutated cell lines, since no meaningful statistical
significance was obtained considering the cell lines
studied. Therefore, the network quality metrics fur-

ther corroborate that the distances between nuclei
are proper to distinguish mutated and non-mutated
cell lines, highlighting that the shape of the network
triangles is not apparently relevant.

Taken together, it is verified that through the
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(a) EC mutation T340A (b) EC mutation A634V (c) IC and JM mutation R749W

(d) IC and JM mutation E757K (e) IC and JM mutation E781D (f) IC and JM mutation P799R

(g) IC and JM mutation V832M (h) P-cad (i) P-cad + dasatinib

Figure 8: Probability density function of the fsize metric, (a-g) obtained from the first set of FM originated from in vitro
assays of CHO cells transfected with vectors encoding the WT (in red) and mutant variants of human E-cadherin (in green);
(h-i) obtained from the second set of FM images originated from in vitro assays of human breast cancer cells retrovirally
transduced with EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line), in red, and with both P-cadherin and EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell
line) the latter subsequently treated with dasatinib, in green. The curves in red and green represent the probability density
estimate, based on a normal kernel function.

analysis of the biological intercellular networks, the
distances, areas and the heterogeneity of the net-
work of cell cultures greatly reflect the loss of cell-
cell adhesion in mutated cell lines. The quality net-
work metric fsize further supports these findings.

3.2. Nuclear Morphology

Concerning the nuclear morphological features
evaluated (area, eccentricity and solidity), the re-
sults demonstrated that the quantification of the
nuclei area was the most meaningful parameter
to disclose significant biological information (Fig.
9). In fact, most E-cadherin mutations (EC mu-
tation A634V and IC mutations E781D, P799R
and V832M) presented a higher nuclear area when
compared to WT cells. This was particularly ev-
ident for mutations A634V, E781D and P799R.
The exception to this trend was the E-cadherin

mutation T340A, since it presented a similar nu-
clear area when compared to WT cells, and the
IC and JM mutations R749W and E757K, that
presented a lower area when compared to WT
cells. For the second set of biological data, cells
overexpressing P-cadherin in an E-cadherin context
showed the same tendency. The mean nuclear area
of MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cells was significantly higher
than MCF-7/AZ.Mock cells. When MCF-7/AZ.P-
cad cells were treated with dasatinib it was verified
a regression of nuclear area to levels that were sim-
ilar to MCF-7/AZ.Mock cells suggesting an active
role of dasatinib in this process.

Overall, these observations support the hypoth-
esis that alterations in nuclear shape are mediated
by the rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, which in
turn is a process affected by alterations in cell-cell
and cell-matrix adhesion interactions.
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(a) EC mutation T340A (b) EC mutation A634V (c) IC and JM mutation R749W

(d) IC and JM mutation E757K (e) IC mutation E781D (f) IC mutation P799R

(g) IC mutation V832M (h) P-cad (i) P-cad + dasatinib

Figure 9: Probability density function of the nuclear area, (a-g) obtained from the first set of FM originated from in vitro
assays of CHO cells transfected with vectors encoding the WT (in red) and mutant variants of human E-cadherin (in green);
(h-i) obtained from the second set of FM images originated from in vitro assays of human breast cancer cells retrovirally
transduced with EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.Mock cell line), in red, and with both P-cadherin and EGFP (MCF-7/AZ.P-cad cell
line) the latter subsequently treated with dasatinib, in green. The curves in red and green represent the probability density
estimate, based on a normal kernel function.

Moreover, since both eccentricity and solidity
have a range of values between 0 and 1, the detec-
tion of significant differences between the cell lines
is less evident. However, it is appropriate to con-
sider all nuclear morphological features suitable for
the detection of nuclear shape changes, since their
thorough combined analysis allows the attainment
of complementary significant information. Never-
theless, the overall behaviour of solidity was not
the expected one, since greater solidity values were
observed for cancer cell lines. These results wrongly
suggest that mutated cells present lower cell de-
formability outlining a tighter connection between
the actin cytoskeleton and the cadherins in cancer
cells. One explanation for this outcome may be the
fact that cellular cultures do not properly mimic in

vivo physical conditions, and therefore no invasion
environmental stimuli exists in this type of cultures.

Additionally, both nuclear area and eccentric-
ity, displayed lack of statistical efficiency in dif-
ferentiating mutated and non-mutated cell lines
when considering the first set of biological material
and mutations within a particular domain. How-
ever, these features were the only nuclear morpho-
logical features that revealed statistical significant
differences between MCF-7/AZ.Mock and MCF-
7/AZ.Pcad and no statistical significant differences
between MCF-7/AZ.Mock and MCF-7/AZ.P-cad +
dasatinib.

Following an integrated reasoning, the obtained
nuclear morphological results are coherent with the
intercelullar network results, since for all mutations
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Table 1: Accuracy and clustering validation measures (Mean±STD), k=3.

k=3

Non-normalized z-score standardization USTD normalization
Accuracy 0.89±0.16 0.80±0.22 0.78±0.19
Entropy 0.24±0.11 0.27±0.11 0.27±0.11
Purity 0.73±0.21 0.69±0.23 0.69±0.23

F-measure 0.63±0.24 0.64 ±0.25 0.64±0.25

Table 2: Accuracy and clustering validation measures (Mean±STD), k=4.

k=4

Non-normalized z-score standardization USTD normalization
Accuracy 0.73±0.29 0.71±0.30 0.70±0.28
Entropy 0.23±0.1 0.25±0.1 0.26±0.11
Purity 0.59±0.21 0.59±0.2 0.59±0.19

F-measure 0.6±0.24 0.59±0.24 0.59±0.23

with exception of the EC mutation T340A, when
the weakening of cell-cell adhesion occurs, changes
in the nuclear shape also appear to take place. The
mutation of E- and P-cadherins genes besides lead-
ing to the loss of cohesion between cells, since their
connection is compromised, also leads to the disor-
ganization of the cell cytoskeleton and loss of cell
polarity which are identified as an increase of nu-
clear areas, on average, since the nuclei are able to
acquire a flat shape due to the rearrangement of
the cytoskeleton. Moreover, since the distances are
calculated as distances between nuclei centroids, the
question regarding if the distances only increase due
to the increase of nuclear areas is legitimate. How-
ever, it is verifiable that for the specific case of IC
and JM mutations, a decrease in nuclear areas is
observed but an increase in internuclear distances
with regard to the WT cell line is attained, which
in turn enables one to draw the conclusion that in
this specific case, the rise of distances is not owed
to the growth of nuclear areas.

3.3. Cell Cycle Staging

Finally, regarding to the cell cycle staging of indi-
vidual cells (Tables 1 and 2), a significant outcome
was obtained with the approach considering k=3
and non-normalized data, which in fact represents
a one-dimensional approach, since only the total in-
tensity of DAPI staining is used to distinguish clus-
ters. However, since with this approach the distinc-
tion between G2 and M phases nuclei is not possi-
ble, the evaluation of the mitotic delay proposed by
Marchesi et al. (2015) [19] is unattainable. Even
so, the cell cycle comparison between mutated and
non-mutated cell lines pursued through an overlap-
ping of total intensity histograms or by comparing
the percentage of cells in each phase, may give some
insights regarding some types of cell cycle arrests,

such as the adhesion-regulated G1 cell cycle arrest.
This cell cycle arrest requires the downregulation of
c-Myc, which is a protein that plays a major role
in cell cycle progression and its mutated version is
commonly associated with non-adherent epithelial
cells. [20]

However, in the study of cell cycle staging, the
constant application of the same image acquisition
protocol is of extreme importance. If the intent is
to latter compare several distinct experiments, the
researcher must guarantee that the intensity and
resolution of the acquired FM images is the same.

4. Conclusions

The proposed methodology disclosed consider-
able significant results regarding the distinction of
mutated from non-mutated cell cultures through
the analysis of the intercellular networks and nu-
clear morphological features, attained from DAPI
staining FM images.

The major advantage of developed technique re-
garding several others, is the possibility to suspect
through an easy, costless and fast process mutated
cell lines, using quantitative morphological param-
eters that can infer the cell adhesion status and nu-
clear changes likely related to cytoskeleton modifi-
cations.

The biological intercellular networks evaluated
revealed significant results that would enable one
to easily relate the analysed features with the weak-
ening of cellular adhesion, already verified through
distinct in vitro tests for the mutations in study.
Regarding the study of nuclear morphology, the ob-
tained results suggest that cell adhesion loss may
in fact induce alterations in the arrangement of the
cytoskeleton.

The cell cycle staging approach showed an ac-
curacy of 89% and 79% purity using FUCCI as a
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control validation method. A substantial advan-
tage concerning the validation method used in this
work when compared to other validation methods,
namely flow cytometry, has become evident, since it
enables the cell cycle status validation of individual
cells, by doing a cell-by-cell validation.
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